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Johns Hopkins India Institute (JHII) is catalyzing & strengthening new ideas 
through research, education, policy & practice

Engaging Hopkins community with Indian partners for benefitting societies through research centers, training 

programs, COVID-19 relief support
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1. In last 5 years alone



We are heading into a phase where demand 
hesitancy is the main constraint in vaccination

• Significantly lower vaccine willingness observed in Sept'21 compared to May'21

• Dropping share of willing adopters driven by doubts over efficacy & long-term effects; 

Fewer (43%) rural women willing to take Vx compared to men (51%)

Demand is the key 

bottleneck

Addressing main 

hesitancies is crucial

Need a nation-wide 

galvanizing campaign 

Dose 1 

Willing Adopters

Dose 2

Willing Adopters

Extremely willing to 

take the vaccine

Extremely willing to 

take the vaccine

Sep'21May'21 Sep'21

Small towns 38%74% 57%

Large towns 28%78% 62%

Rural 47%63% 30%

% population in town type



Need for a nation-wide campaign 
to fully vaccinate 'Bharat'

Teeka Lagwaya Na campaign launched:

3 short videos showcasing everyday characters taking control of life 

after getting fully vaccinated & calling on others to get vaccinated

Efforts made across
multiple channels

Anchor media, social media 

platforms, website page leveraged



Our Ask: Collaborate with us to expand this 
to a nation-wide campaign

We would love to
hear your thoughts

Consumer Behavioral insights
Provide insights to develop targeted messages via 

relevant channels

Multimodal media campaign
Mobilize resources to expand to a multi-modal campaign

Amplify campaign messages
Engage corporates' communications & social media teams 

to amplify campaign (e.g., access to influences, leaders)




